
Welcome to another edition of  The 
Predictable Profits Insiders’ Club Newsletter!

While I enjoy writing these articles 
each month, I’m further inspired, 
encouraged, and enthused by the 
number of  you who reach out to share 
how much you enjoy the content. I 
cannot express my gratitude enough – 
it really means a lot. Thank you!

This past month, Branson, Heather, 
and myself  competed in a New England 
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu competition – taking 
home two gold and one silver medal.

It was intense…

Within 36 hours of  weigh-ins, I was told 
I needed to lose 5 pounds. Fortunately, I 
lost the weight within 12 hours (brought 
me back to my wrestling days). 

I had a grueling match and walked 
away victorious.

Now, just like in business, successful BJJ 
fighting is a result of  working smarter, 
not harder.

While my competitor worked hard, 
exhausting his energy trying to out-
maneuver me – I slowed my game 
down and took advantage of  all his 
mistakes. As my instructor (who’s #6 in 
the world) reminded me, winning starts 1 
inch at a time.

As an entrepreneur, I have that 
infamous quick-start personality, 

whereby everything 
must get done yesterday 
and I’m not afraid to 
take on every challenge 
presented to me. 
However, while on the 
surface this appears 
“normal” for the breed 
of  business owners that 
we are, truth be told 
– the smartest route 
forward is different…

Working smarter involves 
thinking strategically. It’s 
about making calculated moves and 
seeing them through to completion. 
It’s about having a systematic plan in 
place, so that when one event happens, 
the next event is automatically executed 
without stress, hiccups, or mistakes.

While the crazy entrepreneur in all 
of  us frequently feels like a caged-lion 
ready to take on the world – harness 
that energy to take a step back and 
work smarter so that you walk away 
victorious too.

…And on that note, let’s continue 
our strategic thinking with the most 
important element of  media buying in 
Part 2 of  The Ultimate Guide to Advanced 
Online Advertising.

With gratitude,
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THANK YOU FOR 
SPREADING THE WORD!

“I’m grateful for our Insiders’ 
community and humbled by those 
of you who’ve taken the time to refer 
your friends, family and colleagues to 
the club. A warm and sincere thank 
you to each one of you!”
    

http://www.predictableprofits.com


Last month, we started our conversation on the smart 
way to advertise online, using the approach most 
commonly used by professional media buyers.

So in today’s article, we’re going to take it up a notch 
and dive deeper into the strategies, insights, and 
ideas of  those strategic media buyers for improving 
those results…

And while this element of  the equation is admittedly 
not as sexy as actually getting “more” new traffic 
(which we’ll get to in Part 3 next month), I’d like 
to start off with telling you the MOST critical 
component of  driving a successful advertising 
campaign.

It starts with one word:

Metrics. 

Long-time followers have heard me repeatedly say: 

“There are reasons and there are results.  
The only thing that matters are the results.”

If  I could, I’d make it mandatory for every member 
of  my team to have that phrase (along with “together 
we’re better”) tattooed on their arms and committed 
to their permanent memory.

You see, I’ve lost count of  the number of  times I 
swore one headline, one image, one keyword, or one 
interested group would outperform another – and to 
my surprise, my second-best option was the winner.

Really. It’s true.

I take no shame in admitting this to you because 
the same can be said for hundred million dollar 
behemoths blessed with the “who’s who” in 
copywriting wizardry – who tell me they experience 
the same phenomenon every day.

And because some of  my most trusted media 
thought-partners repeatedly emphasize this point…

I like to think that great minds think alike ;-)

Just over the last 30 days, I’ve tested 2,528 different 
Facebook advertisements in an attempt to 
outperform my current leading advertisements. This 
includes ads targeting individuals, interest groups, 
and demographics.

While that number may sound daunting to many, 
a marketing tool like Adespresso (http://www.
adespresso.com) makes creating, loading, and testing 
these advertisements simple. I wouldn’t dare do any 
Facebook advertising without it.

And I’d be willing to bet - I’ll test at least 1,000 more 
before I find a combination I’m happy with…

The “average Joe” advertiser will only focus on 3 
main metrics:

1. Number of  clicks
2. Click-through rate (CTR)
3. Conversions

These metrics are very helpful when it comes to 
lowering the costs of  your ads and optimizing for 
performance.

Now, we’ll get to the more advanced metrics shortly. 
However, before I go much further - to lower your ad 
costs, the formula is simple: get more people to click 
on your ad. 

And there are a number of  ways to do this: 

By  Charles E Gaudet II

The Ultimate Guide To Advanced Online Advertising [PART 2]
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1. Create More Eye-Catching Images 
and/or Headlines

Here’s an example of  my highest performing 
advertisement image on Facebook:

This image stands out, elicits curiosity (with the 
blurred image in the background), and there’s a 
value proposition (“free webinar”).

And another great image from Michael Hyatt:

Visit https://app.adespresso.com/university for 
more examples.

2. Create Better Ad Copy

Resources like SimilarWeb.com, AdBeat.com, and 
SPyFu.com are the top resources for identifying what 
ad copy is working… And even more beneficial, 
what’s working for others in your industry (like your 
competitors).

Even though these resources demonstrate what’s 
working for the big search engines, I’ve also found 
it helpful to gather helpful copy ideas to test on 
Facebook.
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3. Better Targeting

SimilarWeb.com, AdBeat.com, and SpyFu.com are 
invaluable resources for keyword, ad source, and 
website targeting suggestions – and tools frequently 
used by professional media buyers.

There are additional, lesser-known “ninja” methods 
used by such experts as my buddy Charles Kirkland 
(CEO of  the Media Buyer’s Association). 

He recommends you check out the media kits behind 
some of  the most successful magazines in your niche. 
These media kits define their target market by age, 
gender, interests, income, and so forth.

Now, you could go to each magazine’s website and 
pull up their media kit, or a more efficient way is to 
visit http://www.JustMediaKits.com.

Here, you’ll find thousands of  magazines and instant 
access to their media kits.

For example, Inc. Magazine (a representative of  
my target market) reports the following information 
about their demographic:

• Median Age: 42
• Male/Female Ratio: 67/33
• Key Characteristics:

o Influential Leaders: “Business was born for us. 
It’s a tool. “We can do with it whatever we want.”

o Visionaries: “As an entrepreneur, I try to push the 
limits. Pedal to the metal.”

o Affluent
• Avg. Net Worth: $1.1 MM
• Avg. Household Income: $188,640

So, now when I’m selecting my 
target market on Facebook, I 
narrow down the age, gender, 
and net worth so my ad costs are 
more efficient. Also, by reviewing 
the images on the media kit, I can 
see which types of  images - to 
use on my landing page and/or 
advertisement - are most likely to 
resonate with my audience.
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This tip alone can help save and make you 
thousands.

In fact, Charles Kirkland was generous enough 
to create a video for you in the Predictable Profits 
Insiders’ Club to explain this strategy is much more 
detail, you can find it here: 

http://members.predictableprofits.com/
justmediakits/ 

NOW SHOW ME THE MONEY!

No matter how well your ad performs, you can’t go 
to the bank and say: “We got 1,000 clicks on our 
ad!” or “We have a 50% conversion on our landing 
page!” 

…Because this doesn’t tell us anything about the 
effectiveness of  your advertising.    

As media guru Justin Brooke said: 

“We’re not in the traffic buying business, 
we’re in the business of  buying customers.”

So even if  your ad performs well, the most important 
question becomes: is it producing a positive return on your 
investment?

At a high level, you need to know:

1. Which ads are people clicking on the most?
2. What keywords or interest groups are 

producing the best conversions?
3. What is the cost of  each conversion per 

keyword or interest group?
4. What’s the total amount of  revenue each 

conversion is worth to us?
5. Are we making money?
6. How can we improve?

The problem is: most entrepreneurs don’t have these 
answers. So, if  this sounds like you – you’re not 
alone.

With the last question, “how can we improve?” 
- whether you’re looking for more clicks, greater 
conversion, or lower ad costs – each incremental 
improvement contributes to your bottom line profits, 

and this is why I’ve become obsessed with tracking 
my metrics.

While the idea of  tracking your metrics might not 
sound “sexy,” the more you see the impact these 
numbers can have on your business – it WILL 
become sexy for you.

And the more you track, the more opportunities you 
have to improve.

It took me years to figure out this little secret myself, 
and it wasn’t until I attended a seminar and the 
audience was polled that I saw the highest earners 
were the ones that tracked their metrics religiously and 
DAILY.

Understand this important point: the biggest 
differentiator between average entrepreneurs 
and those who are making 10-times more 
money than everyone else comes down to the 
degree with which they track their metrics.

So, that raises the question: what metrics should I 
track?

There are infinite amounts of  metrics, however, 
there are 5 metrics proven to move the needle the 
most in your business. These are the ones you’ll focus 
on…

1. EPC (Earnings Per Click): 

EPC = Total Revenue/Total # of  Clicks

Earnings per click tells you how much a single 
visitor (or click) is worth to you, so you know how 
much money you can invest, per click, to acquire a 
customer.

For example, if  your earnings per click are $20.00, 
that means as long as you’re spending less than $20.00 
per click, you’re making money.

Now keep in mind, you ultimately want the ability 
to outspend all of  your competition when it comes 
to acquiring a customer (value enhancers – i.e. 
upsells, cross-sells, down-sells – will afford you these 
opportunities).

If  your competition can only afford to spend $10 
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per click, and you could spend $20 per click and still 
make a profit… Guess what? You’re the new king of  
the mountain. Your competition can’t touch you.

Dan Kennedy says:

“The business that can spend the 
most to acquire a customer wins.”

But you won’t know how much can you spend per 
click to acquire a customer if  you’re not tracking 
your EPC.

2. CPC (Cost Per Click): 

CPC = Total Advertising Expense/Total # of  Clicks

Cost per click, as you may well guess, lets you know 
how much it costs you per click - as opposed to the 
Earnings per click, this tells you what the Cost per 
click is…

So, what you’re looking for here is that your EPC 
(earnings) is greater than your CPC (costs).

3. AFOV (Average Front-End Order Value):

AFOV = Total Front End 
Revenue/Total # of  New 

Customers

The Average Front-End Order 
Value tells you how much the 
average new customer spends 
with you during their first 
transaction.

Why is this important to you?

…Because it tells you the 
average value of  a first-time 
customer.  

4. CPA (Cost Per 
Acquisition):

CPA = Total Advertising Revenue/
Total # of  New Customers

Cost per acquisition is the 

opposite of  AFOV because here, we’re talking about 
the cost of  acquiring each new customer.

So, if  you take your AFOV and subtract it from 
your CPA, that will tell you the initial return on 
advertising.

There are many ways to increase the AFOV, 
but it’s important to understand that for many 
entrepreneurs (and you see this a lot in direct mail 
marketing), they don’t mind losing money in the 
front end because they have such a strong back-end. 
They’ll make money with their upsells.

Take Jay Abraham’s Icy-Hot example in Part 1 of  
the traffic article. He was willing to spend 115% of  
the AFOV because he determined that one out of  
every three front-end buyers continued to reorder 
with an average order price 233% larger than the 
first.  

Over time, Jay realized that for every dollar he 
invested to acquire a front-end customer, he made 
over $22 in return.

…But you need to know the difference between your 
AFOV and your CPA so you know how much money 
you’re either making or losing in the front-end.

METRIC CALCULATION RESULT

EPC
 (Earnings Per Click)

EPC = Total Revenues/Total # of  Clicks How much revenue 
you’re making per 

click…

CPC 
(Cost Per Click)

CPC = Total Advertising Expense/Total # 
of  Clicks

How much each 
click is costing 

you…

AFOV 
(Average Front-End 

Order Value)

AFOV = Total Front End Revenue/Total # 
of  New Customers

How much a 
new customer is 
spending in their 

first purchase with 
you…

CPA 
(Cost Per 

Acquisition)

CPA = Total Advertising Revenue/Total # 
of  New Customers

How much it costs 
you to acquire each 

new customer…

LTCV 
(Lifetime Customer 

Value)

LTCV = [(Average Order Value Per 
Customer) * (Average # of  Transactions in 
Months for a Typical Customer) * (Average 

Retention Time in for a Typical Customer)] – 
Average Total Marketing Costs Per Customer

How much a 
customer is worth 
to you over the life 
of  doing business 

with you…
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This is a number worth optimizing.

5. LTCV (Lifetime Customer Value):

Admittedly, this is one of  the most complex 
calculations – and to make matters more 
complicated, there are also an infinite numbers of  
ways for calculating this figure.

I subscribe to the K.I.S.S. method so, I prefer the 
simplest of  the formulas:

LTCV = [(Average Order Value Per Customer) * (Average 
# of  Transactions in Months for a Typical Customer) * 
(Average Retention Time in for a Typical Customer)] – 

Average Total Marketing Costs Per Customer

Because of  the long-term reporting of  this figure, 
this is one of  the only metrics we don’t track daily. 
Rather, we track this figure monthly and keep 
records in a spreadsheet.

Now, the importance of  finding your LTCV cannot 
be stressed enough. It’s a key barometer in the health 
and success of  an organization.  

This paints a picture of  how successful you are with 
your upsells, down-sells, cross-sells, retention rate, 
increasing average order value, and increasing the 
frequency with which your customer does business 
with you.

As a business coach, I want to see this number RISE 
over time because it’s an easy way for us to track 
improvements. If  you see this figure falling, it tells 
you there’s a problem you need to address as soon as 
possible.

By this point in the conversation, I’m typically asked: 
“Charlie, what’s the best way to track these metrics?”

Because I like to think in terms of  systems and 
efficiency, I would prefer to have all of  these metrics 
easily located in one area. And ideally, most of  it 
would be automated.

You can pull ad performance statics from the 
ad networks (and software like AdEspresso and 
Improvely), various other metrics from your CRM 
(like Infusionsoft), and gather some statistics 
automatically using 3rd party technology (like 
Graphly).

Once you make a regular practice of  reviewing your 
data, paying attention to the areas in which you 
can improve, I can promise that your business will 
radically transform from “reason-based decisions” to 
“results-based decisions.” The immediate impact of  
this shift is the equivalent of  upgrading your business 
from a Ford engine to a Ferrari engine.

…And that brings us to the conclusion of  PART 
2. Stay tuned for PART 3 next month – we’ll go 
deeper into the advanced traffic getting strategies for 
capturing even more traffic for your website!

Don’t Forget to Log Into Your 
Exclusive Members’ Area for More 

Tips & Resources!

http://members.predictableprofits.com
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If  you’ve ever suffered through an unsuccessful 
marketing campaign, you’ll love this story… 
 
It was the mid-1990s and Procter & Gamble’s team 
of  marketers were stumped. 
 
Just a couple months earlier, the company behind 
major brands such as Crest, Gillette, and Tide released 
a new product that seemed like an almost-certain 
winner. They spent millions developing a colorless, 
cheap-to-manufacture liquid that could turn any 
smell odorless. 
 
Simply spray and stinky scents disappear. 
 
As part of  the launch, the marketing team created 
campaigns to promote the product as a way to 
eliminate odors. One commercial showed a woman 
spraying her clothes to cover cigarette smells after 
eating in a restaurant’s smoking section. Another 
featured a pet lover spraying her dog’s favorite spot 
on the couch.   
 
The ads ran in heavy rotation in three major test 
cities… 
 
Surprisingly, Febreze sales flopped. 
 
The confused marketers brought in a Harvard 
scientist to pore through consumer psychology 
studies. They also conducted in-depth consumer 
interviews.

 
What they discovered 
resulted in a complete 
change in their marketing 
message. 
 
You see, one consumer the 
team visited was a lady in 
Phoenix who owned nine cats. 
Her house was clean and well 
kept. However, when P&G’s 
people walked into the living 
room - where her cats hung out 

- they were overcome by the strong odor. 
 
Crazy thing is, when asked about the smell, the lady 
didn’t notice anything. She was desensitized to the 
scent. 
 
Similar scenarios played out with “noseblind” 
consumers in stinky homes throughout the U.S.     
 
Researchers also discovered that people who liked 
Febreze often sprayed it to give rooms a fresh scent 
after cleaning. They didn’t even use it to cover up 
odors. 
 
With this knowledge, the marketing team created 
new campaigns. The original messages were adjusted 
to highlight Febreze’s freshening effect and how the 
spray eliminates home odors that you can’t smell (but 
your guests can).     
 
Sales doubled within two months. A year later, Febreze 
brought in $230 million. 
 
Not so surprisingly, a similar story played out 
decades earlier…
In 1924, the Kimberly-Clark Corporation 
introduced a product designed to remove cold cream 
and makeup from women’s faces. 
 
It was especially popular in Hollywood, earning 
endorsements from well-known actresses. In fact, 
early ads promoted the product as “the new secret of  
keeping a pretty skin, as used by famous movie 
stars.” 
 
The throwaway tissues were an instant hit. 
 
Yet manufacturers were stunned to learn 
many consumers used the product for 
something other than its intended purpose. 
Instead of  wiping away cold cream and makeup, 
women were blowing their noses with it. 
 
Kimberly-Clark ran a test. They surveyed consumers 
using several newspaper ads to find out how the 

How Simple Changes to Your Marketing Message Can Soar Sales

By Insiders’ Club Member, Tom Trush
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product was being used. 
 
Disposable handkerchief  was the winner. 
 
So, in 1930, 
Kimberly-Clark 
adjusted its 
advertising to 
promote Kleenex’s 
“new” use - and 
sales doubled. 
 
Think about these 
situations and your 
business… 
 
Are you missing 
out on sales because your marketing 
message doesn’t match what your prospects 
want? 
 
Could a rewrite of  your marketing create greater 
interest and generate more leads?
 
There’s really only one way to find out… 
 
You must test. 
 
If  your marketing isn’t working the way you 
want it, try different messaging.
Keep in mind that people don’t always use your 
product or service the way you think they should. 
So, if  you educate them about other solutions 
your product or service provides, you can create 
additional revenue.

But here’s the problem:

Many businesses don’t continue communication after 
the first sale. They collect money and marketing to 
that client ends.

As a result, opportunities for buyers to enjoy bigger 
benefits (and spend more) get overlooked.

The fact is, people typically make first purchases to 
solve a single problem or reach a specific outcome. 
You likely offer additional solutions that your 

clients might buy – they just need to know 
about them.

So, your job is to consistently share ways to get the 
best use out of  your product or service (when you do 
this outreach, you also give clients reasons to refer 
you).

Let me be transparent and use my business as an 
example…

Many clients come to me because they have 
marketing pieces they need written - or they want 
me to create and implement a marketing plan for 
reaching an objective in their business.

They have an idea of  what’s needed…

…But it’s not always the best use of  my services.

So I use my marketing (like these articles) to share 
additional services while proving my ability to 
solve other problems. This process also strengthens 
relationships with clients because they get extra 
value.

Of  course, email is one way to communicate after 
the first sale. You may have other options that work 
best for your business.

The key is to just keep communication going. Do so, 
and you’re bound to bring in bigger bucks from your 
current clients.

- they were overcome by the strong odor. 
 
Crazy thing is, when asked about the smell, the lady 
didn’t notice anything. She was desensitized to the 
scent. 
 
Similar scenarios played out with “noseblind” 
consumers in stinky homes throughout the U.S.     
 
Researchers also discovered that people who liked 
Febreze often sprayed it to give rooms a fresh scent 
after cleaning. They didn’t even use it to cover up 
odors. 
 
With this knowledge, the marketing team created 
new campaigns. The original messages were adjusted 
to highlight Febreze’s freshening effect and how the 
spray eliminates home odors that you can’t smell (but 
your guests can).     
 
Sales doubled within two months. A year later, Febreze 
brought in $230 million. 
 
Not so surprisingly, a similar story played out 
decades earlier…
In 1924, the Kimberly-Clark Corporation 
introduced a product designed to remove cold cream 
and makeup from women’s faces. 
 
It was especially popular in Hollywood, earning 
endorsements from well-known actresses. In fact, 
early ads promoted the product as “the new secret of  
keeping a pretty skin, as used by famous movie 
stars.” 
 
The throwaway tissues were an instant hit. 
 
Yet manufacturers were stunned to learn 
many consumers used the product for 
something other than its intended purpose. 
Instead of  wiping away cold cream and makeup, 
women were blowing their noses with it. 
 
Kimberly-Clark ran a test. They surveyed consumers 
using several newspaper ads to find out how the 

Tom Trush is a Phoenix, Ariz.-based direct-
response copywriter who helps business owners 
craft lead-capturing marketing materials. His 
latest book, Escape the Expected: The 
Secret Psychology of  Selling to Today’s 
Skeptical Consumers, is now available at 
Amazon.com and wherever books are sold, as 
well as at http://www.escapetheexpected.com. 
More of  his educational articles, videos, and 
expert interviews are available on his website at 
http://www.writewaysolutions.com.
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QUESTION: “Hi Charlie, what’s one trend in email marketing that business owners need to pay attention to?”

Ask Charlie!

Insiders’ Club Members are encouraged to click on the “Ask Charlie!” button inside of  their Members’ Area to hit him 
with your biggest challenges, frustrations, or business building questions… and, who knows, your question might be 

answered right here in the very next newsletter!

ANSWER:

This is a GREAT question, and the answer is one I cannot stress enough…

When it comes to email marketing, marketers are quick to press “send” 
without thinking about the potential ramifications of  their decision.

Ordinary marketers focus on one main question when emailing their list: 
“Will this email make me money?”

…And they operate a strategy known as “pray and spray” – 
where they send the same email to everyone… Driving a hard sales pitch… 
All while hoping to make a few bucks.

And sadly, that’s precisely the type of  short-term thinking that will cause 
you to lose subscribers and customers – forcing you into a vicious cycle of  
chasing your tail trying to replace them.

The more strategic questions should be:

• Will my list find value in receiving this communication?

• Will this further the relationship I have with my list?

• Will this email support my positioning as the obvious choice?

You’ll answer these questions by understanding your market and creating emails that are relevant, personalized, 
focused on driving value (i.e. usability tips, product/industry education, entertainment, etc.), and delivered only 
as often as your list wants to receive them.

Hope this helps!

In your corner,

Charles E. Gaudet II 
Founder of  PredictableProfits.com
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THIS MONTH’S ACTION STEPS FOR DOMINATING YOUR MARKET

BUSINESS ACCELERATORS

1 2 3 4

6 7 8 9

ONE INCH AT 
A TIME
Instead of  

breaking your back 
trying to outwork 
the competition, 
slow down, work 

smarter, and 
claim victory with 
strategy, not brute 

force.
(PAGE 1) 

MONEY IN 
METRICS

There’s one critical 
piece every method 

for growing your 
business has in 

common: metrics. 
If  you aren’t 

measuring, how can 
you know where to 

improve?
(PAGE 2)

BLIND 
PREDICTIONS
In every industry, 
there will be times 
when your favorite 
marketing material 
isn’t what performs 

best. Don’t be 
blinded by bias - 

test everything and 
trust the results.

(PAGE 2)

USE THE 
TOOLS

Testing can be a 
daunting task, but 
it doesn’t have to 
be! With the tools 
available, you can 
make testing even 
thousands of  ads a 

breeze…
(PAGE 2)

STUDY MEDIA 
KITS

Many magazines 
offer “media 

kits” outlining 
their main 

demographics. 
These are an 

invaluable resource 
for identifying the 
traits of  your ideal 

clientele.
(PAGE 4)

KNOW YOUR 
ABCS

Online metrics are 
known by a whole 

laundry list of  
abbreviations and 
initialisms. Get to 
know each - how 

to calculate, how to 
leverage, and why 
it’s important - if  
you want to get 

ahead.
 (PAGE 5)

STAY IN 
TOUCH

Getting to know 
your prospects is 

key. Stay in contact 
with them, and 

listen! The more 
you solutions 

you can offer to 
existing clients, 
the greater their 
lifetime value!

(PAGE 6)

ALTERNATE 
USE?

Are your messages 
consistent with 
how customers 

actually use your 
products? Ask 
them and find 
out! You could 
be overlooking 

a massive 
opportunity 

to solve major 
problems!
(PAGE 8)

5

10

MORE CLICKS
More clicks = 

reduced ad costs, 
so one of  your 

priorities should be 
developing more 
enticing, more 

effective ads. There 
are 3 primary ways 

to do this…
(PAGE 3)

 THINK LIKE 
YOUR LIST

Too many emails 
are sales pitches. 

Period. Put 
yourself  on the 

other side of  the 
email, and ask 

yourself  if  you’re 
really providing 

any value to your 
list. If  not, don’t 

send!
(PAGE 10)
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Members Only Announcements

Insiders are proud to support:
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• July gives you many “reason why” holidays 
for creating a number of  different marketing 
campaigns – there’s always a reason to reach 
out to your customers!

JULY

July 1st - International Chicken Wing Day

July 4th - Independence Day

July 7th - Tell The Truth Day

July 10th - Don’t Step On A Bee Day

July 13th - Embrace Your Geekness Day

July 17th - National Ice Cream Day

July 20th - Space Exploration Day

July 23rd - National Day of  the Cowboy

July 25th - Video Games Day

July 28th - Buffalo Soldiers Day

July 31st - Uncommon Instruments Awareness Day

1st - 4th - Rosewell UFO Days

6th - 10th - Beans and Bacon Days

7th - 14th - Creative Maladjustment Week

17th - 23rd - Everybody Deserves A Massage Week

20th - 24th - Comic Con International

24th - 29th - National Body Piercing Week

Air-Conditioning Appreciation Days

Family Golf Month

National Grilling Month

National Parks & Recreation Month

Tour de France Month

Women’s Motorcycle Month

JULY
WEEKLY OBSERVANCES

JULY
MONTHLY OBSERVANCES
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Good reasons beget good profits. Check 
July’s calendar posted inside of  the Insiders’ 
Club Members’ Area online.

• Don’t forget to log into the Insiders’ Club 
Exclusive Members’ Area for more business 
growing tips and information! If  you have 
not received your username and password, 
please email Charlie’s assistant Mike (mike@
predictableprofits.com), and he’ll get that out to 
you as quickly as possible. This is a WIP (work 
in progress), and we’ll constantly be adding 
more material to massively increase the value 
of  your membership.

Ways to Maximize Your 
Predictable Profits Experience

Million Dollar Roundtable: Invitation 
Only. Must demonstrate proficiency in the 
Predictable Profits Methodology and have an 
annual income of  $1,000,000 or more. 

Platinum Business Coaching: Application 
Only. Receive an individualized, custom 
session dedicated towards understanding and 
creating actionable strategies to grow your 
business and dominate your marketplace.  

  *NEW* Predictable Profits Training   
Program    Coming Soon. A comprehensive, 
advanced training program for entrepreneurs 
and marketing leaders looking to create ever-
increasing predictable profits in their business. 
Contact Zach@PredictableProfits.com for 
details.

Insiders’ Club V.I.P. Member Benefits:
• Monthly Insiders’ Club Newsletter
• Quarterly Group Presentation
• Restricted Access Website
• Exclusive Members’ Only Blog
• PLUS MORE!
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Managed Marketing, LLC expressly disclaims all warranties as to the contents of  this publication including, 
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consequential, special, or punitive damages) suffered or incurred by any person arising out of  such person’s use 
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and/or other countries. Nothing contained in these materials should be construed as granting, by implication, 
estoppels, or otherwise, any license or right to use any trademark displayed in this publication without the 
written permission of  Managed Marketing, LLC or such third party that may own other trademarks displayed 
here. Your misuse of  the trademarks displayed here, or any other content is prohibited. You are also advised 
that Managed Marketing, LLC will enforce its intellectual property rights to the extent of  the law.
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